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《心无百姓莫为官》
Not to Be Cadres Without People in Mind
Author： Lao Han
ISBN：978-7-213-09171-1

This long reportage work is about Xiajiang Village in Zhejiang 
Province of China implementing targeted poverty alleviation to 
a well-off life, and promoting common prosperity among the 
surrounding villages.This book is written by Wang Huimin, a 
famous reporter of People's Daily.

《这就是马云》
Jack Ma: Founder and CEO of the Alibaba Group 
Author：Chen Wei 
ISBN：978-7-213-06483-8

This book is prefaced by Jack Ma himself. Jack Ma is the 
Founder and CEO of the Alibaba Group. The book is the only 
officially endorsed biography for him. The author Chen Wei has 
been a dear friend to Ma for 23 years' since his acquaintance with 
the magnate back in 1992 at the “Hangzhou English Club” night 
school.The book unveils the real Jack Ma and presents a totally 
different picture.

Contact: Li Wen
Email: 285513653@qq.com

浙江人民美术出版社
Zhejiang People's Fine Arts Publishing House

《宋人丘壑》
Song Gully: Intellectual History of Painting in the 
Song Dynasty
Author: Arthur Mu-sen Kao
ISBN: 978-7-5340-7105-8

Arthur Mu-sen Kao was born in Changhua, Taiwan. He got  
BA at the National Taiwan University and MA at the Chinese 
Culture University. In 1970, he immigrated to the United States 
and finished his MA, Mph, and PhD at the University of Kansas, 
Lawrence, Kansas. His major was English literater first, and 
then Art History. His specialty is Chinese art, but for teaching 
he expanded his study to Indian art, Japanese art, Southeast 
Asian art, and Western Art. He is also a literati painter, mastering 
various styles of Chinese brush painting.The book links the 
Five Dynasties with the Song Dynasty to clarify the detailed 
development of painting at that time. The Five Dynasties and 
Song Dynasty were the golden age in the history of Chinese 
painting. The painters in those days created a new era of painting 
under the background of political, economic, social and cultural 
transformation. 

《儒家精神与南朝风流的交会——北齐石刻书法的源流
和传播（550—577）》
When Confucian Spirit Meets Southern Elegance: 
The Origins and Transmission of Calligraphic 
Traditions Carved in Stone During the Northern Qi 
Dynasty(550-577)
Author: Elisabeth A. Jung Lu 
ISBN: 978-7-5340-6629-0 

Elisabeth A. Jung Lu is an independent scholar and calligrapher 
based in Hangzhou, China. She studied calligraphy and seal-carving 
for ten years at the China Academy of Art (CAA) in Hangzhou (M.A. 
in 2002) and completed her dissertation in 2015 at the University of 
Zurich.

The study traces the calligraphic traditions of the Northern Qi 

C H I N A   P U B L I S H I N G  &  M E D I A  J O U R N A L

Dynasty. The protagonists are works of calligraphy rendered 
in bafen shu, or “classical clerical script”, and the stylistically 
consistent group of sutra inscriptions in the Chinese province 
of Shandong that is closely  connected to the calligraphy-monk 
Seng'an Daoyi.

Contact: Xu Hanbing
Email:234374753@qq.com

浙江科学技术出版社
Zhejlang Science and Thchnology publishing house

《中国畲药植物图鉴（上、下卷）》
Illustrated Book of Chinese She Medicine
Author：Mei Xudong,Shen Xiaoxia,etc. 
ISBN：978-7-5341-8164-1,978-7-5341-8691-2,etc.

The book sorts out and inherits she pharmacy, compiles and 
investigates 516 categories of commonly used she medicine 
by tradition. 900 she medicinal plants and their similarities are 
included. It mainly introduces the scientific names of the plants, 
botanical characters, distributions, habitats and medical values and 
clarifies different medical uses of she medicine and han medicine, 
part of modern pharmacological research results are added, 
including the botanical characters of confusing similarities. 

《中国石珊瑚图鉴》
Illustrated Book of Stony Coral in China
Author：Qian Zhouxing,Hong hui       书ISBN：978-7-5341-7158-1

It is the first illustrated book of stony coral in China, 
introducing the characteristic and distribution of 156 common 
types of Scleractinia (belonging to 14 families and 52 
genera) in China. It briefs the research history of corals, the 
biological characteristics of coral polyps, coral reef types and 
the relationship between coral and humans, etc. The specific 
discussion consists of families and genera classification search, 
the introduction of shapes, ecology and distribution of various 
corals, each stony coral is presented with color pictures, and 
there are over 500 pictures in the book.

Contact:Zhang Liyan
Email:deerliyan@qq.com

浙江文艺出版社   
Zhejiang Literature & Art Publishing House

《双眼台风》
Binocular Typhoonu 
Author：Yi Gua
 ISBN：978-7-5339-5221-1

More than a decade ago, there was a rape and homicide case 
in which the innocent person was shot as the murderer. Ten years 
later, the real killer appeared. There was a division within the 
police about whether to re-examine the old case or just let it be. 
Bao Xuefei, a female police officer who was promoted by the case, 
and Fu Lian, a police officer bent on fighting for the justice of the 
wronged dead, fought a life-and-death battle.

 

《南方有嘉木》
Chinese Tea Men Trilogy I
Author：Wang Xufeng
ISBN：978-7-5339-2972-5

This is the first long novel of tea culture in China. It tells a 
story of a famous tea family with four generations, and shows how 
their lives went up and down along with Chinese tea's glory and 
downfall. Through the story, an elaborate and fanciful picture of 
Chinese tea history is shown before us.

Contact: Tong Jie萍
Email: tracytong521@163.com
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